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MINUTES OF MTA PROGRESS MEETING 
HEW JANUARY 9 9 1951 

Presentg UGRL~ Alvarez,~~ Baker 9 Brobe~k-9 Brown·.~~- Cookseyf-Corkj) Dimmi~k9 Farly9 
Gord@n, Judd, Kilpatriruc,· Latimer9 La.wreri@e, Lofgren., 
tonga~re;, · Martin.., M©Millan 9 Reynolds 9 Serber, Sewell 9 
Thornton.~~ TWitchell, Van Atta 

GRD!Qlg Ghaffej) Clopej) Crandall9 Davis 9 Hanseny Hildebrand, Maker:~ 
Waithman 

~: Ballj) Fidler 

NAA,g Parkins[) Starr 

GoEo: Webster 

Westinghouse: Kresser9 Hulse, Andrews 

Baker said that in an attempt- to locate -the sour~e of X-rays from the B-1 
test ~avity of Building 52 a pinhole camera has been constructed with which 
t@ taka X=ray photographs of the £avity under operationo The front of the 
©amera is fabriGated of lead sheet 2 inches thick and has an aperture 1/4 inch 
in diameter whioh is shielded by an additionallj- in<llhes of uraniumo With 
this camera an initial photograph of the tank was taken using an ordinary 
light so as to determine the location within the tank of those areas which 
later X-ray photographs show to be· the--sour@e of X-radiationo The ·first 
X=ray picture was made with a 1-hour-exposureo The resulting picture shows 
about 35 dots which seem to fall in the hemispherical region at the top of the 
test eavityo This seems to indicate that the electrons giving rise to the 
X-rays originate from the spherical ele©trode and are acce~rated to the domeo 
Additional exposures were made at intervals of three hours and one dayo In 
each of these photographs the spots remain in essentially the same lo©ations 
and appear to have the same sbapeo Alvarez pointed out that in a pinhole 
eamera the size of the spots on the film is proportional to the diameter of 
the pinhole and reducing the size of this hole will not increase the darken
ing of the spot but merely reduce its sizeo Farly suggested placing the 
X=ray film in a thin lead sandwich so as to permit only the most energetic 
X=rays to reach the filmo Baker said this was ·provided by ·lead filters in 
the film holdero Baker said this additional lead was also effe~tive behind 
the f'i.lm t;(1) minimize back scatteringo Lawrence said that these results are 
both important and encouraging since we now feel confident that steps ~an be 
taken to redu©e the X=ray levelo Baker said that he next plans to const~t 
a stereos~opic camera so that phot@graphs can be taken whi<iih will enable the 
lo©atio~ of the spots to be more accurately determinedo This would allow a 
©~~©k to be made of the suggestion of Professor Lawren©e that if the 
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production of the X=rays is associated with back bombardment these spots may 
appear in pairs--one on the dome and one on the sphere o Alvarez pointed out 
that it would be possible from the presept films to determine if the spots 
O©c~~ed in pairso · . 

Judd outlined the status of the theory of- the Thomas--type cyclotrone He said 
that Thomas originated the idea in 1938 t.hat the relativistic energy limit of 
an ordinary cyclotron could be circumvented by making the ~gnetic field vary 
as a function of the azimuthal angleo Very little was done to verify this 
theory until work was started at this laboratory about one year agoo McMillan 
©ame up with a similar idea and it was not at first realized that the Thomas 
and M~Millan theories were essentially the sameo As previously reported, ,an 
ele0tron accelerating model cyclotron utilizing this principle has- now been 
built and has operated satisfactorilyo 

ORDINARY CYCLOTRON THOMAS CYCLOTRON 
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The basic difficult,r of an ordinary cyclotron is that the magnetic ·field must 
decrease with radius·to provide an axial magnetic restoring force to prevent 
the particles from leaving the plan of symmetry between the pqles, whereas it 
would 'have to increase with radius to compensate for the relativistic change 
in masso In such a.·cyclotron this axial magnetic restoring force increases 
with radius but if the average magnetic field _of such a cyclotron were made to 
ioorease with radius so as to compensate for the relativistic effect the .axial 
magnetic restoring force would be reversed and become increasingly negative _ 
with the·'·radiuso See Figure l=Bo In an ordinary cyclotron9 the particles 
will be a~celerated as long as they remain in the positive half of the rf 
cy~leo 

The basi~ principle of the Thomas method depends on the action of a wedge
shaped magnetic lens which tends to focus a divergent beam of particles which 
passes through ito Such a magnetic field applies a restoring t:orce in both 
directions at·right angles to the direction of motiono See Figure 2o 

.. Figure 2o 

-. ~- '. '\ 

Thomas and McMillan attempted to cause the particles to pass successively 
through a number of such magnetic lenses in order to achieve a greater measure 
of axial stabilityo Since it does'not seem practical to make a cyclotron wit~ 
square-edged pole faces it is more advantageous to make a magnet with pole 
faces which have a sinusoidal azimuthal rippleo The magnetic field in the 
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plane·or symmetry for an ordinary cyclotron can be represented by the follow
ing e'luation: 

(1) 

while that for a Thomas-type cyclotron is given by: 

H = Ho .{'1 + f 2{r) + Ar· cos me J (2) 

where m is the number of hills or valleys in the pole faces. 

Figure 3., 

Taking the value of m in Equation 2 equal to 3, so that there are 3 sets of 
hills apd,valleys for the pole pieces 9 the orbit followed b,y the particles is 
approximately as shown in Figure .3. The average value of the field is chosen 
to satisfy the relativity requirementso B.r introducing an aximuthal variation 
in the magnetic field 9 one compensates for axial defocusing and provides a new 
parameter for adjustment· of the phase., These two quantities, axial focusing 
and phase, may be adjusted independently of each other in the Thomas cyclotronp 
whereas in the conventional cyclotron the amount of phase lag is tied in with 
the degree of axial stability and thus these cannot be chosen independently. 
See Figure 1-Co The effect of these modifications on radial stability can 
be illustrated by plotting the radial restoring force versus radiuso ]n the 
Thomas cyclotron the increase of the average magnetic field with radius and 
the radial component of the magnetic lens action combine to produce a radial 
restoring forc:e which increases with radius 9 whereas in an ordinary ~Y,clotron. 
there are no magnetic lenses and the average field falls off, giving a restor
ing force ¥hich decreases with radius., See Figure l..;.Do 

It is ne©essary that the axial oscillations in a cyclotron be damped. This 
will happen if' the axial magneti© restoring force increases with radius!' and 
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and this is true of both ~he conventional and Thomas-type cyclotronso See 
Figure l=Co 

An additional. feature of the Thomas-type cyclotron is that it appears possi~ 
ble to design the magnetic field in such a way that no undesirable resonances 
will o~cur between axial and radial oscillations of the beamo 

The maximum energy which can be ·attained in a Thomas-type cyclotron is limited 
by the fact that the radial restoring force increases with radius and E!'Ven
tua.lly rea(llhes a value l!l times its value at zero .radiuse See Figure l=D.. At 

2 
this point the restoring force is just sufficient for the beam to complete 1/2 
of a radial oscillation in 1/m revolution., The result is that at this poiirt . 

·the radial oscillations are repeatedly overcompensated and·. thus increase 
rather than decrease in amplitude., In order to increase the radius and hence 
the. energy at which this phenomenon occurs one wants. to reduce the rate of 
rise of this restoring force with the radius.. This may be done by reducing 
the amount of azimuthal sinusoidal variation in the magnetic field; however~ 
one is limited in this reduction to that which will provide zero axial stabil
ity.. It thus appears that particle.s can be accelerated in this type of 
machine only to a value of ;8 = tr/c of somewhat greater than Oo5 9 perhaps as 
great as 0.,6., Th~s corresponds to an energy in the range of 150-200 Mev .. for 
protons and 300=400 Mevo for deuteronso The Thomas machine has an additional 
advantage as regards beam removalo In a conventional machine the beam has a 
tendency to crawl away from a point where the magnetic field is weakened~ 
whereas the reverse effect is true in a Thomas=type machine.. Also 9 it appears 
possible to design the magnet so that the radial restori~~ force attains a 
value of m near the desired final radiuso As previously mention.ed9 this 

7 
would cause increased radial oscillations in this region and could.thus 
assist in beam removalo An additional virtue of the Thomas machine is that 
it is possi'ble to design so that the particles will have a slightly positive 
phase angle near their outer radiuso By so designing a Thomas machine the 

. particles will be reduced in phase quickly during the last few ttirns and can: 
be given several additional kicks during this periodo This cannot be done in 
an ordinary machine 9 since trying to improve the phase will result in axial 
defocusing o This allows the . beam to be drawn out to larger radius am hence 
should assist in beam removal., It therefore looks favorable for getting 
almost all of the circulating beam removed from a Thomas-type machineo One 
might be able to get the beam out'in either a·single cone or in 3 symmetri
cally pla©ed coneso It has been shown by Schiff9 in a paper published just" 
after that of Thomas:. that the 3-electrode system bas some advantages over 
the conventional two-dee system9 since the well=known "dee creeP" can be con
verted into a stable precessiono Also 9 this would be advantageous with.the 
present design of the pole faces because one dee could be plaeed within'each 
valley of' the :magneto It also has the advantage of giving .. more volts per 
turn for a given dee voltage above .groundo 

Van Atta announced that North American Aviation9 Inc .. is being brought into 
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the MTA program. to work on target problemso Starr and Parkins v from NAA, 
are visiting the laboratory today for discussions on this subje~to 

Hansen reported on the status of construction at Livermore. He said that the 
steel frame has been erected for 3 bays of the accelerator buildingp starting 
from the west end of the buildingo The building frame is scheduled to be 
completely-assembled in three weekso The 14th supporting r~ng of the vessel 
has been installedo The Noo 1 ring in the opposite end of the tank is to be · 
set in pla~e this weeko . 90% of the tank plates are in place and they are 70% 
weldedo Some helium leak tests have been made on the welding of the Nio., l4 
ring on which the original welding job had been poor and no leaks have been 
foundo The earthquake bracing on the vessel is now being installed, as well 
as the installation of nozzleso The installation of the earthquake bracing 
will allow the staging below the manifolds to be removed and will permit 
installation to begin on the Chapman valves and some of the booster pumps. 
Tunnels are finished on the power supply network with the exception that the 
tops of the tunnels still remain to be poured. Pouring of piers for the 
power supply Noo 1 building is underwayo Founcations have been started for 
the motor generator sets for power supplies 2p 3, and 4o 1he foundations -are 
complete for the power distribution building, the steel is due in·about 10 days, 
and the flool"s are being poured no-t-ro All of the vacuum piping has been fabri
cated and no leaks have been found under helium testingo Installation of 
valves in the booster pumps will begin next weeko The mat has been completed 
for the cooling tower. The footings are being poured nowo The pump pits 
have been pouredo The security fence is complete except for the installation 
of gates and 1/3 of the barbed wire has been installedo Bids for the instal
lation of po\..rer supplies 1 through 4 are due next Thursdayo Fourteen blocks 
for the shielding have been poured but the 7 thus far che~ked are not within 
toleranceo 11They have a deviation of 3/8 of an inch!) whereas allov1able toler
anGe is 1/So Equipment for soldering cooling tubes to liner sections has been · 
ordered" 

Twitchell said that the drift tube magnet coil winding is in the last phaseo 
Th~y are now setting up operations to assemble the magnets at S-ixth Street and 
Bancroft Avenue in Berkeleyo Work will start at that location next 1;reeko They 
will be negotiating shortly for the pla©ement of cooling tubes on drift tube 
heads and the assembly of heads on the completed magnetso 

Cope said that the recommendations ~f the site selection committee are due 
for review later this week by the Commission site review boarde Three sites 
have been studied very intensively and one of the three locations seems to be 
very satisfactoryo The remaining problem in connection with the recommended 
site is the availability of powero 
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